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At 1346 on April 4, 1986, while at 100% power, and troubleshooting an
area high temperature trip circuit, a Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
(RCIC) isolation and turbine trip occurred. The signal immediately I

reset, and the RCIC System was immediately returned to normal. It was
believed that a loose lead, or a stray wire strand, may have caused a
ground loop which caused the occurrence.

At 1602 of the same day, while at 100% power, and checking terminal
leads tight in the same cabinet, another RCIC isolation and turbine trip
occurred. The signal immediately reset and the RCIC System was |
immediately returned to nornal. After all leads were verified tight, |and no stray leads found, the system functioned normally. 1

Discussions with the equipment manufacturer (Rosemount), and the i
equipment supplier (General Electric) indicate that the ground circuits i

internal to the panel have been connected different than the I

manufacturer's recommendations.

Currently, an engineering evaluation is being conducted by General Electric,
and New York Power Authority Engineering, to determine if modifications
are needed to correct any ground loop problems.

A supplemental report will be supplied.
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At approximately 0930 on March 31, 1986, a spurious Division I High
Ambient Temperature Steam Leak Detection annunciator was received. An
indicating light for the respective temperature device, and a momentary
high temperature indication accompanied the annunciator. Inspection of
the associated area did not reveal any abnormal conditions.

This instrument circuit monitors ambient area temperature for the
Steam Leak Detectior. System, and provides an isolation signal to
the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System. This circuit consists
of a Resistance Temperature Detector (13-RTD-107A) which feeds a signal
to a Master Trip Unit (13-MTU-207A). The MTU provides the necessary
high temperature trip setpoints and a temperature indication of the
monitored area. The output of 13-MTU-207A supplies a logic circuit
which trips the RCIC turbine, and shuts the RCIC Outboard Steam Supply
Valve.

Troubleshooting on March 31, and April 1, 1986, could not duplicate, or
find the fault. The MTU input signal was monitored to help determine
the cause of the false High Ambient Temperature Trip, if the event
reoccurred.

On April 4, 1986, it was noted that 13-MTU-207A sometimes interacted

with other MTU's in the same section of the cabinet (card file). The
form of this interaction was that 13-MTU-207A would spike low when other
MTU's were being tripped for testing.

At 1346, on April 4, 1986, with the plant at 100% power, and while
checking the input leads tight on 13-MTU-207A, a RCIC turbine trip,
and RCIC isolation signal was received due to an erroneous high ambient
temperature signal. The signal immediately reset, and the RCIC System
was immediately returned to a normal standby mode of operation. A NRC
Event Notification phone call was made at 1440 to report an ESF
actuation.

During the troubleshooting to determine the cause of the false signal,
it was noted by Technicians that touching, or moving the wire bundle
from the card file, would affect 13-MTU-207A indication. After

discussions with Operatiors, Technical Services, and plant management I

personnel, it was decided to check all signal, and ground leads tight '

on the associated card file. At 1602, on April 4, 1986, with the plant
still at 100%, and while tightening the leads, a RCIC turbine trip, and

1

isolation signal, was once again received due to an erroneous high '

ambient temperature signal. The signal immediately reset, and the RCIC
System was immediately returned to a normal mode of operation. A NRC
Event Notification phone call was made at 1640 to once again report an
ESF actuation. At the completion of checking the leads tight, and |

. ensuring that there were no loose wire strands touching other terminals, |

it was noted that moving the wire bundle now had no affect on any MTU I
in the card file. '
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While performing an unrelated surveillance test at 2125 on April 4,
1986, the plant scrammed (LER-86-010). While the plant was shutdown,
all terminations for RTD circuits in the Analog Transmitter Trip System
(ATTS) cabinets were checked for tightness, and to ensure that there
were no loose wire strands. .All leads were found tight, and with no
loose strands. The plant resumed operation on April 6, 1986. Input to
13-MTU-207A was monitored, and recorded for one week with no unusual
signals observed. The instrument loop has been in service since
April 4, 1986, and no other occurrences have occurred.

On April 8, 1986, the ATTS manufacturer (Rosemount) arrived on site
to discuss an unrelated problem. After discussions, and reviewing ATTS
drawings, it was verified that the ATTS supplier (General Electric) had
tied the isolated ground, and the RTD signal returns together. This is
not in accordance with Rosemount standard design, or recommendations.
However, General Electric stated that this was their standard wiring
design for this system, and is satisfactory.

As a result, a safety assessment was performed by General Electric,
and concurred with by the plant. In effect, since no credit is taken
for RCIC in the safety analysis, and since HPCI was fully operable, no
significant safety problem existed.

An Engineering evaluation is being conducted by General Electric,
and New York Power Authority Engineering, to determine if modifications
are needed to the ATTS System. A supplemental report will be submitted.

No similar events involving the ATTS System have occurred at the
James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant.

The component information for the RTD, MTU, and ATTS System,
are as follows:

FUNCTION SYSTEM NAME/ MANUFACTURER / CODE /
COMPONENT IDENTIFIER EIIS CODE MODEL NUMBER

13-RTD-107A DET RCIC/BN Weed Inst. Co. Inc./
W108

13-MTU-207A TIS RCIC/BN Rosemount, Inc./
R369
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James A. FitzPLtrick
Nuilear Power Plant
PO. Box 41
Lycormng, New York 13093

315 342.3840

Memorandum
#> NewYorkPower
4# Authority

May 5, 1936
JAFP-86-0395

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

REFERENCE: DOCKET NO. 50-333
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT: 86-005

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the referenced Licensee Event Report in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73.

If there are any questions concerning this report, please
contact Mr. Joseph P. Flaherty at (315) 342-3840, Extension
230.
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RADFORD J. CONVERSE
RESIDENT MANAGER
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Enclosure

CC: USNRC, Region I (1)
INFO Records Center, Altanta, Georgia (1)
ANI, ANI Library, Farmington, CT (1)

Internal NYPA Distribution (WPO)
Internal JAFNPP Distribution
Document Control Center
LER/OR File
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